Cookie Policy
Cookies and other non-identifying information
Cookies are small text files that are placed on your device when you visit our website. This website uses
both session cookies and persistent cookies. Session cookies enable you to move from page to page
within our website and any information you enter to be remembered. A session cookie is deleted when
you close your browser or after a short time. Persistent cookies allow our website to remember your
preferences and settings when you visit our website in the future. Persistent cookies expire after a set
period of time.
This website uses cookies which:
– Enhance the performance of the website by collecting information about how visitors use it (e.g. which
pages are being visited the most). The information these cookies collect is not used to send you targeted
advertising or remember where you’ve been on the internet;
– Increase the website’s functionality and make it more personal to you by allowing us to remember your
previous choices. The information these cookies collect is not used to identify who you are, send you
targeted advertising or remember where you’ve been on the internet;
– Allow certain tools to work, provide anti-spam measures and access to age restricted content, and;
– Allow some third-party suppliers to deliver the services that they are providing for the website on our
behalf.
By visiting this website, you are agreeing to our use of cookies for these purposes.
Asahi Europe uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. Google Analytics
sets a cookie in order to evaluate our use of our website and compile reports on user activity.
Google stores the information collected by the cookie on servers in the United States. Google may also
transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or where such third parties
process the information on Google’s behalf. Google will not associate your IP address with any other data
held by Google.
The use of cookies in these ways is to improve the functionality of our website and your experience when
using it. Cookies can be disabled by changing the settings on your browser. If you do decide to disable
cookies, you may not be able to access some areas of our website.
For further information about cookies, visit www.allaboutcookies.org.

